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May '05  ‘Karnataka Minister welcomed at Paradise Indian Restaurant.’ Author unknown.
May '05  ‘An afternoon of comedy by Telegu Association.’ Author unknown.

Sydney Morning Herald, the (SMH)
11-06-09  ‘Indians should learn to treat their lower castes better.’ By Sunil Badami from Rozelle (send-in letter).
10-06-09  ‘Harris Park violence ‘going on for years.’ By Arjun Ramachandran.
25-05-09  ‘Hero Mate Saves student from petrol bomb.’ By Georgina Robinson.
22-03-07  ‘All unis playing migrant game’. By Harriet Alexander.
21-03-07  ‘Regional university accused of immigration racket.’ By Harriet Alexander.
21-03-07  ‘Migration program a rort: report.’ Author unknown.
21-03-07  ‘Education profit a matter of degree.’ By Harriet Alexander.
30-01-07  ‘Pressured to pass poor students.’ By Harriet Alexander.
29-01-07  ‘Uni language claims ‘extraordinary’.’ Author unknown.
23-11-06  ‘Plagiarism rises amidst funding cuts.’ By Anne Susskind.
13-11-06  ‘Caught red-handed.’ By Elisabeth Tarica.
30-10-06  ‘Dearth of trainees will leave holes in professional ranks.’ By Adele Horin.
18-09-06  ‘An abuse of the language.’ By Harriet Alexander.
18-09-06  ‘When dollars dry up, universities go for the hard sell.’ By Harriet Alexander.
30-07-06  ‘Asian migrants seduced by Australian way of life.’ By Louise Hall.
30-06-06  ‘Universities being used as immigration factories.’ Author unknown.
28-03-06  ‘Pollies keen to avoid fare go for foreign students.’ By Joel Gibson and Tim Dick.

Times, the
04-02-04  ‘No one saves for a rainy day now.’ By Amrit Dhillon.
Times of India, the
13-06-09 ‘Indian student attacked in Melbourne.’ Author unknown.
07-06-09 ‘Our worldwide web of students.’ By Neelam Raaj.
03-06-09 ‘Foreign students rounded up – for a lesson in ‘Indian hospitality’. ’
Author unknown.
03-06-09 ‘Worried parents call student back from Au.’ By Smriti Singh and
Sumi Sukanya.
01-06-09 ‘Thousands rally against racism in Melbourne.’ Author unknown.
31-05-09 ‘VHP criticizes Centre.’ Author unknown.
30-05-09 ‘20 racial attacks on Indians in Sydney in a month.’ Author
unknown.
27-05-09 ‘India asks Australia to ensure security of its students.’ Author
unknown.
03-06-09 ‘Gurdwara vandalized, student stabbed in OZ.’ Author unknown.
28-05-09 House of assaulted Indians burgled in Australia.’ Author unknown.
26-04-07 ‘Indian students exploited in Aus?’ By Amit Banerjee.
17-04-07 ‘Australia to tighten immigration law.’ By Urmi a Goswami.
16-04-07 ‘Oz to tighten immigration law to stop abuse.’ By Urmi a Goswami.
01-08-06 ‘Indians are 3rd largest migrant group in Oz land.’ Author unknown.

The Wall Street Journal
03-06-09 ‘Indian Students Grow Wary of Australia Following Attacks.’ By
Andrew Harrison.